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Purchasing Consultants 

France + Europe 

Reference 405 

April 25th, 2018 
 

 

 
 
 
Dear all, 
 
We have an open NTL profile search for a Consulting Company, based in 
Paris, France: 
 
Purchasing Consultant are required, to support business growth. 
 
These are freelance positions, based in different European locations, likely to 
become FTE positions. 
 
 

 
Purchasing Junior Consultants and Project Managers. 
 
 

 
A Consulting Company, specialized in Strategy, Costs Reduction, Change Management  
and Organization, serving multiple European Customers, with a recognized Purchasing  
Expertise. 
 
 

  

France and other European Countries. Regular travels are expected. 
Candidates should be based in Paris but, all valuable profiles will be considered and closely 
examined. 
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Our Client is looking for skilled Management Consultants with Purchasing / Procurement / 
Sourcing backgrounds. 
After being trained to the tools and way of working of the Company, these consultants will 
reinforce existing project teams where they’ll perform all the usual Purchasing Projects and 
related Change Management activities. 
 
 

 
Priority will be given to candidates wearing 2 hats (Management Consulting + Operational 
Purchasing experiences, combined). 

Project Managers must demonstrate a solid 5+ years’ experience whereas Junior 
Consultants can be “recent” to this purchasing practice (2 years minimum). 

You have experience in results oriented Strategic Sourcing / Category Management, 
Procurement technology, Procurement Transformation and Change Management, in particular in 
the Retail sector, Large General Retailers and in the Stores Network. 
 

You are a skilled negotiator including influencing and analytical supplier relationship 
management. Ideally, you come from prominent Consulting Companies. 

You are skilled and effective leader with the ability to develop and motivate people in the team, 
and cross-functionally.  

You are proactive and dynamic; collaboratively drive a sense of urgency, striving to win with 
Customers and consumers 

You are rigorous, self-motivating and a well of ideas.  

Technical Indirect Purchases knowledge and, an excellent team spirit are mandatory qualities 
to success in this function. 

You have a proven success tracking record from your previous purchasing assignments 
and you are recommended by your Clients / colleagues. 
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Competitive salaries, including expenses. 
 

 
100%. Outcome will depend on our capacity to present outstanding profiles, multiple positions 
are opened. 
 

 
French fluent / native + English are mandatory. Other languages are a plus, German in particular. 
 

 
Immediate for renewable periods, several assignments are in 
progress. 
 

 
From Full time to part-time, all scenarios can be envisioned. 
 
 

Interested? Thanks to forward us a COVER LETTER and your updated RESUME 

(in FRENCH or in ENGLISH), respecting the requested TEMPLATE 1 application 

format from our website, mentioning the 405 reference. 
 

Please send a unique / central file. 
 

Only complete applications, strictly answering to the expected criteria, will be 

addressed.  
 

If no answer was given to you after a period of 10 days, please consider your 
application as not selected. 
 

VÉA Sourcing helps you to recruit your Consultants, PMOs, SMEs, Management 
Consultants, Interim and Transition Managers, worldwide. 
 

If this role isn't right for you, don't forget to forward it to your own consulting network - it 
may be perfect for someone else! 

http://www.veasourcing.com/fr/candidats/pourquoi-etre-candidat-vea-sourcing

